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Like everyone, at the start of a new

year, The VolunteerNG team began

2020 by creating plans and

strategies for growth. Little did we

know that by March, our volunteer

kids would be out of school for well

over an academic term, some

without access to educational

materials and others learning

through Whatsapp and National TV.

This left our kids facing the double

challenges of limited data and lack

of a constant electricity supply.

However, in spite of the pandemic,

like heroes, you came through! You

stood by your children; provided

school fees, textbooks, words of

encouragement, and overall

mentorship. Because of you and

what we have done together, all 23

of our children are still accounted

for. We have not had to drop a single

child because we couldn’t find a

volunteer parent for him/her.

Instead, our kids are progressing.

In the months past, we’ve had 2

students move from primary to

secondary school with their fees

fully paid. We also provided 50

books to some of our students to

facilitate total development. 

We had our first stakeholders

meeting via Zoom, with students,

guardians, volunteer parents,

representaives from the school &

and VolunteerNG team in the

forum. We discussed growth

strategies and how to improve our

impact on the children. 

In actuality, 2020 has been a year

of first-time wins. I am grateful to

have a strong team like you

powering the VolunteerNG, and I

look forward to more wins in 2021.

Thank you all so much, and have a

happy Christmas season.

AGAINST ALL
ODDS, WE
STILL HOPE

Dr. Debbie Motilewa
Founder, The VolunteerNG
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The true essence of living is the

ability to say the world was a better

place because it had someone like

you in it. The year 2020 came with

many obstacles & hurdles.

In spite of the unforeseen

circumstances of the COVID-19

pandemic, together we stood firm,

jumped the hoops and went on to

put smile on the faces of our

children.

This year not only forced us to

reimagine the impossible in terms of

our vision & mission; but also

reminded us of what truly matters -

LIFE. Through our Crisis Relief

Fundraiser; we were able to support

our children their families with food

palliatives during the pandemic.

While our focus is on the children,

we realized that their families also

matter. We couldn’t have done

these without the unwavering

support of our core team

members and volunteer parents.

As we come to the end of the year;

we reminisce on how much

impact has been made through

the VolunteerNG. Indeed, we

pulled through this year stronger

than we started and hope that

2021 will bring more grander

impact.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE, ONE
CHILD AT A TIME

Lynda Ori
Director of Operations
The VolunteerNG
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"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,

committed citizens can change the world;

indeed, it's the only thing that ever has."

Margaret Mead



PARENT-A-CHILD
PROGRAM

Nigeria has more than 11 million out-of-

school children (according to the United

Nations education data). This number is

worrisome for the present and future of

Nigeria.

With this in mind; we have decided to

take action rather than complain. Since

2015, we have joined forces to play our

own role in reducing the number of out-

of-school children in Nigeria.

In 2020, we had 23 children receive full

tuition support throughout their

education. Along with the financial

sponsorship, the volunteer parents also

mentor the children in their academic,

moral and personal development. We

are currently working with 20  volunteer

parents to help us achieve our mission of

changing the world one child at a time.
ANNUAL
STAKEHOLDERS
MEETING

On the 18th of July 2020, we held our

first general stakeholder meeting for

all volunteers, partner schools, parents

and teachers. It was a time where all

the schools shared growth areas for

the Parent-A-Child Program. Also, all

stakeholders and volunteer parents

reinforced commitment to continue

supporting our work.

COVID -19 
RELIEF PROGRAM

We rallied friends, family and

volunteers across the globe to raise

relief support for those negatively

impacted by the Covid-19 lockdowns

starting with the families that we work

with.

2020
HIGHLIGHTS
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

AGBALAYE PRINCESS (JSS3)

ADESEYE COLLEGE

I use this opportunity to appreciate the Volunteer NG for

the support from my primary education to my secondary

education. I am grateful for the love,  encouragement,

kindness and the generosity.  Thank you for believing in

me. I promise to always make you proud and be the best

in my class.

ELIZABETH OYERO (JSS2)

G-ELITE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

I want to thank the Volunteer NG for the prompt

payment of my school fees. Sincerely speaking, having

you around has always given me hope of a better future.

Thank you for given me a chance. And I promise to

always make you proud. Thank you all. God bless you.

ESTHER OKECHUKWU (PRIMARY 3)

WONDER KIDDIES ACADEMY

I am using this medium to thank the Volunteer NG for

the payment of my tuition fee right from KG1 till now. 

The Volunteer NG is God sent to me and my family. I pray

that God will refill your pocket as you have put smile on

my face. I love you all.
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

DELE BENJAMIN (JSS3)

ROYAL HOME COLLEGE

I want to thank God for the opportunity given to me to

be part of the Volunteer NG beneficiaries. Sincerely

speaking, this has made my education to this point

easier. Thank you for giving me hope of a brighter future.

I promise to always make you proud and be the best in

my class.

FATOKUN OLUWASEMILOGO ISRAEL

(JSS3) ROYAL HOME COLLEGE

Volunteer NG coming in to my life has really made a

great impact. The Volunteer NG took up my education

while I was in Basic class at Best score Nursery and

Primary School, now I am in JSS3, about to write my

junior exams because you stepped in to help. Thank you

The Volunteer NG.

EMMANUEL OKECHUKWU (JSS3)

ROYAL HOME COLLEGE

I am writing this message to appreciate the Volunteer

NG for giving me the opportunity to have a Scholarship

and for the prompt payment of my school fees since

primary four at Best scores to JSS three in Royal Home

College. Givers never lack. I pray the Volunteer NG will

never know lack in Jesus name. Thanks for putting smile

on my face.
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

SANYAOLU GRACE IVIE (JSS1)

ROYAL HOME COLLEGE

Sincerely, the Volunteer NG has helped me to have the

hope of fulfilling my dreams. Now, I can confidently sit in

class and focus on my education. I thank my Volunteer

Parent and Dr. Debbie  for the support and care.

OPAOGUN OLUWATOSIN DIVINE (JSS2)

ORDINANCE COLLEGE

I am very grateful for what the Volunteer NG has done for

me and my family.  They have really helped me beyond

my expectations. I am really blessed for having you

around. God bless you all.

ANDY ISAIAH (JSS1)

ORDINANCE COLLEGE

I was selected as part of the Volunteer NG beneficiaries

while I was in God’s Gift Children School where I

obtained my primary school certificate. Now i am in JSS1

in Ordinance College, Lagos. Thanks for the support and

help. I promise to always make you proud and be the

best in my class.
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

ANDY GODWIN (JSS3)

ORDINANCE COLLEGE

I want to thank the Volunteer NG for the help and

support in the payment of my tuition fees. Also, thanks

for reaching out to my family during the Covid19

lockdown.

God will replenish your pocket. Amen.

DOMINIC PHILLIP (JSS2)

ORDINANCE COLLEGE

I want to appreciate the effort of the Volunteer NG for

helping my parent out in paying my school fee. This has

given my parents peace of mind, knowing their kid’s

school fee is sorted out. May the good Lord continue to

bless the entire members of the Volunteer NG. AMEN.

PETER IDOWU (SSS3)

ORDINANCE COLLEGE

Thank you VolunteerNG
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

MASKUKU ABSALOM (PR. 3)

BEST SCORE SCHOOL

SALAMI DOMINION (PR. 1)

BEST SCORE SCHOOL

OLOFINSANMI JEMIMA (PR 2)

BEST SCORE SCHOOL

AJIDE ISAAC (PR. 2)

GOD'S GIFT SCHOOL

ANWO ENIOLA (PR. 5)

GOD'S GIFT SCHOOL

OKAOWO SARAH (PR. 3)

GOD'S GIFT SCHOOL
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Meet the students in the
Parent-A-Child Program 

DESTINY EMMANUEL (PR.2)

GOD'S GIFT SCHOOL

ELIJAH HEPHZIBAH (PR. 6)

BEST SCORE SCHOOL

WE ARE ON A MISSION  TO
CHANGE THE WORLD, ONE

CHILD AT A TIME.
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Parent-A-Child Program
VOLUNTEER  PARENTS  -  HEROES  WITHOUT  CAPES

MR  AND  MRS

ONYEIWU

DR .  ELIZABETH

WILL IAMS

TOLA  ADEFERAKAN

Basically ,  when  we  started  ,

i t  was  more  l ike  to  support

a  fr iend  (Debbie ) .  When  she

spoke  about  i t ,  i t  a  good

ideal .  But  continuing  i t  was

driven  mostly  by  that  desire

to  be  a  blessing  to  someone

any  way  I  can .  The

opportunity  to  also  mentor

and  encouraging  them  is

great .  To  be  able  to  bless  a

family  and  help  them ,  I

think  i t  is  a  rare

opportunity  and  we  are  just

grateful  to  be  able  to  do  i t .

I  chose  to  be  a  volunteer

parent  because  I  am  a

philanthropist  and  I  enjoy

helping  the  less  privi leged

in  every  best  form  as

possible .  Volunteer  Nigeria

has  given  me  the

opportunity  to  do  so .  I  Am

proud  to  be  able  to  help .

It  has  been  a  very

wonderful  and  humbling

experience  for  me  because

it  helps  me  to  see  that

what  we  take  for  granted

most  of  the  t ime  is  one  of

the  l i fesaving  and  a  l i fel ine

to  some  of  the  people .  The

Volunteer  NG  has  also

helped  me  to  see  the

physical  impact  I  am  doing

in  this  kids ’  l ives ,  which

encourages  me  to  move

forward  with  the  program .

I 've  had  an  easy  going  experience  as  a  volunteer  parent  and

have  thoroughly  enjoyed  i t .  I  l ike  the  commitment  of  the

coordinators  to  keep  this  going .  I  am  committed  to  this

because  I  believe  one  of  the  best  gifts  you  can  give  someone

is  the  gift  of  education .  It  is  always  great  to  see  how  my

volunteer  child  is  doing  and  I  can  only  hope  and  believe  this

would  be  a  great  investment  in  their  future

SHALVAH  AWAH
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SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM

MR  AND  MRS  ONYEIWU  

LAGOS, NIGERIA

VICTOR  ANAKWE

LAGOS, NIGERIA

ABIOLA  ADEBAYO

CANADA

DEBBIE  MOTILEWA

LAGOS, NIGERIA

TOLA  ADEFERAKAN

LAGOS, NIGERIA

DR .  YEMIS I  ADEPOJU

LAGOS, NIGERIA

AISHA  KARIM

LAGOS, NIGERIA

CHIKA  I LABOR

LAGOS, NIGERIA

DR .  EL IZABETH  WILL IAMS

SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM

ALEXANDER  OBUROH

LAGOS, NIGERIA

FUNMILAYO  LUKMAN

LAGOS, NIGERIA

LYNDA  ORI  

CANADA

T IT I  ADEKOYA

LAGOS, NIGERIA

FEMI  OGUNJEMILUS I

LAGOS, NIGERIA

CHINURU  ACHINEWHU  

 UNITED KINGDOM

DARA  ASINOBI

UNITED KINGDOM

ANITA  OGUNDE

CANADA

SHALVAH  AWAH  

LAGOS, NIGERIA

AMEL IA  OIKU

As a non-profit, our programs have been successful because a group of heroes every year

choose to accept this cause for humanity. Because of these people, burdens have been lifted

and hearts have been filled with joy and hopes have been rekindled.

When next you are looking for heroes look no further away from these amazing people.

Parent-A-Child Program
VOLUNTEER  PARENTS  -  HEROES  WITHOUT  CAPES

LAGOS, NIGERIA

FUNMILOLA  ESHO

LAGOS, NIGERIA

FEMI  AKINLOSOTU

ABUJA, NIGERIA

PATRICK  NWAFOR



Mrs Baruwa Ibukun Oredola
Wonder Kiddies School

I want to use this medium to appreciate God

Almighty on behalf of the VolunteerNG for their

generous support in prompt payment of Okechuku

Esther’s tuition fee. We pray that God Almighty will

continue to bless you all. (Amen). Okechukwu is a

very gentle girl; she is hard working, brilliant and

obedient.

Sincerely speaking, I give kudos to the VolunteerNG

for the good work they have been doing; if not

because of your organization many students

wouldn’t have been educated. God will definitely

reward the organization.

Mr Anjorin K. Peter
G - Elite School

Parent-A-Child Program
SCHOOL  REPRESENTATIVES

Mrs Okon- Ekong Alfred
God's Gift School

We are honored to be one of the recipients of the

VolunteerNG scholarship. Your scholarship program

has opened doors and prospect of a brighter future

and will play a great role in shaping the lives of

these children into successful people in future.

Donors like you make life brighter for the less

privileged. Thank you for the vote of confidence and

believing in the future of these children.
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Mr Adeogun
Adeseye College

First and foremost, I want to thank the VolunteerNG

for touching the life of so many students in terms of

finance and many other benefits given to them so

far, more power to your elbow. The VolunteerNG has

made an immense positive impact in the life of our

students. We appreciate the calls, the motivational

books and your support

The VolunteerNG has five volunteer children with

the school.  For more than two years plus now, they

have not failed for once, the school fees and other

payment has never stopped or delayed. Also during

the Covid-19 lockdown, the Volunteer NG took care

of their children by sending money to parents for

food stuff and other necessary things.

Mrs Akinrinmade
Ordinance College

Parent-A-Child Program
SCHOOL  REPRESENTATIVES

Pastor Ademola Oshin
Royal Home College

I want to say the NGO led by Dr. Debbie has been

doing a great job. We have about four students

enjoying the support of the NGO and the children

are doing quite well. They look after their kids as if

they are their biological children. They do the work

with commitment and passion. We are grateful to

God for having you around us. God will take the

Organization to a higher height, Amen. We

appreciate greatly.
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Mr Abraham Mabamije
Best Scores School

The VolunteerNG, light of hope at the end of the

tunnel, brought joy into the hearts of many pupils

and their parents who couldn’t meet up with the

budget of education. Today, it is new dawn of hope

for many children since 2016, may God bless the

Volunteer NG.

The management is also grateful to God on behalf

of the volunteer NG for supporting the school in

prompt payment of tuition fees and even gave

individual pupil’s family palliatives during the Covid-

19 lockdown.

The impact of the VolunteerNG is numerous as the

scholarship scheme was extended to secondary

school level that brightens the hope of a bright and

colorful future for the children. Another major

impact was the skill acquisition program tagged

CATCH YOUR PASSION organized by the Volunteer

NG in BESTSCORES SCHOOL on the 23rd of March

2018.

The management hereby appreciates the entire

members of the VolunteerNG and prays that the

hand of God continue to be with you all in Jesus

Name Amen.

Parent-A-Child Program
SCHOOL  REPRESENTATIVES
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I will not stop praising  God and the VolunteerNG

for their impact in the life of my Child. In fact I didn’t

expect this kind of favor that the VolunteerNG has

done because the help came at the time that I was

totally down.  The VolunteerNG is God sent to cover

up my secret. I really appreciate the entire members

of the organization. They will

not know sorrow in Jesus name. Amen.

Mrs Sanyaolu

It all started just like a dream. I used to have

financial difficulty in paying my daughter’s school

fees. But with the advent of the VolunteerNG, that

has become history.

Thank you for always following up on her academic

performance. I pray God will continue to provide for

the entire members of the organization. God bless

you for this great impact on my daughter.

Parent-A-Child Program
PARENTS  AND  GUARDIANS

Mrs Olamide  Opagun
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Supporting the education of the

student for us is more than the

financial sponsorship through school

fees; we are also interested in the

academic development and personal

development of the children that we

work with.

We committed to providing guidance,

safe conversations and hope to the

children. At the end, we want to see

that through our work, we can

facilitate the transformation of the

children to become responsible sons,

daughters and citizens.

Each of our volunteer parent is tasked

with the responsibility of having

meaningful and thoughtful

conversations that will help the child

become better and do better.

This year, to better support our mentoring

and development plan for the children, we

introduced a plan for the students in

secondary schools to read books covering

academic development, personal

development and financial literacy

development.

We have discovered that they are old

enough to start erecting the foundation

blocks for their future and we are certain

that they can do this through books.

The books selected for the 2020-2021

session were carefully curated, with each

book providing the student a platform to

define, develop and deploy their knowledge,

skills and abilities to the world.

At the end of the day, we plan to light the

visions of the children so that they can shine

as bright as they can.

Student Mentoring Plan



"...but I did find refuge in books. The reading habit was my

mother's doing, instilled early in my childhood... much of

what I read I only dimly understood - deep into my twenties

I would know the meaning of words I could not pronounce"

Barack Obama - Promised Land 2020

Personal

Development

Academic

Development

Financial Literacy

and Development

MENTORING

THEMES

Who Moved my Cheese

by Spencer Johnson

No Excuses by Brian

Triacy

An Enemy Called

Average by John Mason

Conquering The  Enemy

Called Average by  John

Mason

Cash Your Passion by 

 Lynda Ori

Rich Dad, Poor Dad by

Robert Kiyosaki

BOOK  T I TLES

To create a mental

shift in the minds of

the students to a

possibility

mentality.

To help develop an

understanding of

excellence and its

requirements.

To open the

students to avenues

of creating value

from their skills and

abilities.

EXPECTED

OUTCOMES

Student Mentoring Plan



M E N  A N D  W O M E N  I N  T H E  A R E N A  

COVID - 19 RELIEF DONORS

WALE  KADEBA ANNE  TURNBULL

ALEXANDER  OBUROH DEBBIE  MOTILEWA

CHIMDIMMA  AO LOVETH  AGBO

FATOUMATA  KONATE UZOAMAKA  NWAFOR

CALEB  NIMNUUTI  NTOFON

VINCELEN  SALVALOZA

Earlier in the year, we as a people were hit by the most unprecedented event in

almost all human history, some were able to adjust financially to the situation

globally but many grappled with difficulties that they could scarcely imagine.

Some individuals, however, stood up to the occasion and left by-standing to the

arena where they donated enough to put smiles in the hearts of more than

fifteen families.

These are the men and women in the arena that helped us reach to many

during the national lockdown.

TOS IN  BIS I -ADENIY I

ADETOLA  ADEFARAKAN LYNDA  ORI

CHINURU  ACHINEWHU ADENODI  ADEOLU



2020 IN NUMBERS

Currently , we have 12 sponsored students in primary school , 10 in junior

secondary school and 1 in senior secondary school . All these children are paired

with volunteer parents .

Primary School

52.2%

Junior Secondary

43.5%

Senior Secondary

4.3%

A C A D E M I C  P E R F O R M A N C E

We worked tirelessly with the school , teachers , biological parents and the

volunteer parents to make sure we continue to maintain excellent academic

performance from the students .

DISTINCTION

RESULTS

AVERAGE

RESULTS

BELOW  AVERAGE

RESULTS

75% 20% 5%



NGN 1,046,400

DONATIONS

NGN 370,000

EXTERNAL GRANTS

NGN 226,240

COVID-19 FUND-
RAISING

NGN 352,000

EXPENSES

V O L U N T E E R N G0 1 / 0 1 / 2 0  -  3 1 / 1 2 / 2 0 2 0

*

2020 IN NUMBERS



DONATIONS

All donations received this year have been from our

volunteer parents. These donations have been towards

the payment of school fees of the children. Due to the

Covid-19 lockdowns, no donations were received for 3rd

term 2019/2020 session.

0 200,000 400,000 600,000

Jan 2020  -April 2020 

April 2020 - July 2020 

Sept 2020 - Dec 2020 

95%
of external grants were

used to pay the

administrative staff salary,

purchase a laptop and buy

the personal development

books.

EXTERNAL

GRANTS

In the course of the year, we

received donations from well

meaning individuals.

COVID-19 RELIEF 

All the funds raised and received for the relief program were disbursed to the

families of the children currently in our parent a child program

100%
of the donations were

paid directly to the

accounts of the

schools
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OUR  TEAM
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND THIS  MISSION

FOUNDER
DR .  DEBBIE  MOTILEWA DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

LYNDA  ORI

CO-FOUNDER/VOLUNTEER
DR .  ELIZABETH  WILL IAMS

VOLUNTEER
AYOMIKUN  TAIWO

VOLUNTEER
ADEOLA  OYEYEMI

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

DORCAS  OLUWASEUN

SUNDAYVOLUNTEER
DR .  YEMIS I  ADEPOJU

VOLUNTEER
ESTHER  AYETIGBO

VOLUNTEER
 MARVELLOUS  GBEREVBIEVOLUNTEER

AKINFOLARIN  OLUWATOSIN

VOLUNTEER
JOSHUA  MOTILEWA

VOLUNTEER
YEMIS I  AKINLAMILO

ACTING OPERATIONS TEAM LEAD
ALEXANDER  OBUROH
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2020 has re-kindled in us a sense of

urgency. The task of putting more children

in school is as possible as it is demanding;

which is why we acknowledge that we

cannot do it on our own. We need more

hands on deck.
 VOLUNTEER PARENTS

IMPACT PROECTS

ACTIVE VOLUNTEERS

SPONSORED CHILDREN

50

3

50

70

A VIEW INTO 2021-2025

We have a new resolve that if we can do

30, we can do 50 or 60 or even 70. In 2021,

we begin the process of enlisting,

developing and deploying at least 70

children.

The truth is, we need more men and

women in the arena. More people who will

apply their skills, knowledge and abilities

to reaching out to more children in

Nigeria. We plan to engage at least 50

active volunteers starting in 2021

On an annual basis, we plan on hosting

impact projects that will further develop

the skills and the abilities of the children

we work with.



Thanks for your continued
support in our programs.

2020 has been been an

unprecedented year in many

ways. Plans and strategies had to

forcefully change. But we grateful

to God Almighty that for us as an

organization it has been progress

no matter how small.

2020 brought challenges but it

has also brought to us

opportunities, opportunities to

improve and to do better and we

are excited that we have yet

another opportunity to make the

best out of 2021 for the greater

good of mankind.

If you have read this report, we

thank you for reading and also for

your support in numerous ways

but remember that our work is

not yet finished; this great light of

ours we have to let it shine and

spread it across the globe.

Special thanks to all our

volunteers, sponsors and volunteer

parents; you make this work easy.

Happy New Year!!



info@volunteerng.com | volunteerng@gmail.com

CONTACT US
+234-705-519-6004 | +1 (587) 433-4533

www.thevolunteerng.com

8/10 Majekodunmi Street, off Adebunmi Street,
Alimosho Lagos. Nigeria

@TheVolunteerNG

@TheVolunteerNG


